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IMBB ressearchers bu
uild models that predictt how memo
ories becom
me linked acrross time

Research at the Instituute of Molecu
ular Biology aand Biotechno
ology
d today in thee scientific jo
ournal Cell Reeports reveals the
published
dendritic mechanismss that underrlie the storaage of associative
memories in the brai n as well as how such m
memories beccome
linked acrross time.
The question of how m
memories aree organized in
n our brains iss one
of the biggest questss in neuroscieence. It has recently receeived
renewed focus thankss to the adv ent of technology that allows
the detailed monitorring of brain
n cells during memory ttasks.
Memorie
es are believeed to be imprrinted in the b
brain as engrrams,
which co
onsist of channges in the ssynapses between neuron
ns as
well as changes in the neuronss themselvess. The molecular
mechanissms that meddiate these cchanges are aactive not on
nly at
the time when a meemory is being acquired
d, but long aafter,
allowing memories too interact witth each other. For examp
ple, it
was recen
ntly found th at the storagge of a memo
ory in a populaation
of neuron
ns primes theese neurons tto capture a ssecond memo
ory if
learnt witthin a period
d of hours. However, the sub‐cellulaar mechanism
ms that enab
ble such mem
mory
interactio
ons and the sttructural features of learne
ed memories remain unkn
nown.
IMBB researcher Dr. George
G
Kaste
ellakis in the
e lab of Dr. PPanayiota Po
oirazi develop
ped an elabo
orate,
biophysically constrain
ned neuronaal network model
m
that, foor the first ttime, examin
nes how mem
mory
engrams of multiple memories are structured
d in overlap ping populattions of neu
urons. The m
model
predicts that active mechanisms within neuronal dendrrites promote the clusteering of synaptic
connectio
ons and serve
e as key playyers in the formation
f
of linked memory engramss. Specificallyy, the
properties of memoryy engrams arre predicted to depend oon the locatio
on of protein
n synthesis in
n the
neuron. For
F example, when protein
ns are synthe
esized at the neuronal som
ma, the popu
ulation of neu
urons
that comprise the enggram is sparsser. Moreove
er, dendritic ssubunits prom
mote the creeation of synaptic
“clusters””, i.e. synapses tend to create
c
groupss instead of being evenlyy spread outt in the neurronal
surface, providing
p
a no
ovel candidate mechanism
m for informattion linking att the sub‐cellular level. Pro
otein
synthesis also affects the interacttion between
n multiple m
memories at both cellularr and sub‐cellular
levels, forr both weak and
a strong memories.
m
The
e main concluusion of the sstudy is that memory linkiing is
achieved via their storage in overlapping neuron
nal populatio ns, whereby they form clu
usters of synaapses
within common dendrritic branchess. As a result, synapse clusstering is proposed as a keey mechanism
m for
the creation of memorry episodes.
By creatin
ng a causal link between
n the locus of protein syynthesis, den
ndritic nonlin
nearities, syn
napse
clusteringg and memo
ory engram structure,
s
th
his study opeens new aveenues for understandingg the

biophysical processes underlying the formation of memory engrams in the brain. Guided by model
predictions, experimental testing will shed new light into the mechanisms enabling memory
interactions in health and disease.
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